domestic purpose^ the seller will insist on .demanding the same amount iii Indian currency as he gets in Hall at present. Rents in Hyderabad and Secunderabad, too, will, it Is felt, be similarly affected, as landlords will
demand from their tenants the same amount as is fixed now in Hali. There is probably some validity in these apprehensions. But an important change .with beneficial long-term results cannot be.allowed to be held up on this account. Government should widely publicise that it will regard as profiteers all those, specially landlords, who attempt to take advantage of the changeover in the value of the rupee, and will not hesitate to take action against them under the Rent control and other laws that, combined with the Consumer's refusal to pay in Indian currency more than an amount, equivalent to what he pays now in Hali, should help to remedy the situation.
Revision of Settlements. —It has come to our notice that, for 37 taluqas, "the period of guarantee of the existing settlement is over. In' some cases, the settlement
expired as long ago as 15 years. " But revision has not yet taken place. In other words, Government revenue has had "no chance to benefit from the rise in prices and the increased value of lands. The Reason for this, we are told, is that the Settlement staff was engaged in other work and was not allowed to be expanded sufficiently to undertake this work as it fell due. This, in our opinion, is a deplorable state of affairs. Settlements should not be allowed to fall into arrears in this manner and necessary staff should certainly be sanctioned to enable the work to be done in good time. We have been told that there is a proposal under consideration to increase, without undertaking a revision the assessment by 25% in taluqas, the Settlement of which has expired. We do not know if- this can legally be done. If it can. it certainly should bes in cases where the assessment was originally based on low prices.
" \ tensions. — We have been considering the question of pensions. "Recentlyy the Government 'of India have issued Dew pension rules, which permit, among other things, the grant of a" gratuity to dependents when a Government servant dies after 5 years' service. We' have • had'' .these rules,, examined by. the. Insurance% Department. In tjteir view.* $h$y a»re on the whole beneficial, to.the Govern-**

